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Abstract
Visual object detection as well as tracking is one of the major topics in computer vision. The implementation in marine
geophysical exploration leads to an alternative positioning method for the used marine devices. Common used systems
for positioning are GPS receivers or transducer systems. Costs for these systems increase rapidly with needed accuracy
and objects to be tracked. In this work a visual detection system for positioning of a towed marine hydrophone array is
presented. It consists of either a single camera or a stereo camera rig, tracking the movement of receiver related optical
reflection bodies behind a research vessel.

The positions of these objects in the acquired pictures are related to DGPS information, adding inertia sensor data of
the ship. Different positioning computations using one camera or a stereo camera rig are compared to each other and
reviewed using field data and a synthetic experiment. The synthetic experiments, concerning only the detection and positioning results, show that the accuracy of the developed system is sufficient for positioning of equipment in the marine
seismic domain. Using sufficiently accurate GPS and inertia devices the developed system is a low cost alternative for
positioning towed marine devices.

System

Results and Outlook
The visual detection and positioning is suitable to be uses in VHR 3D seismic. Here even height information can be extracted and used. The accuracy is dependent to the distance of the float. At a distance of 50 meters (m) a miss detection of the
midpoint bye one pixel leads to an maximum error of 0.17 meter. If the tracking is free of errors, the accuracy is 0.015 m in X, 0.047m in height and 0.18 m in ship direction. An thus the error of the inertia sensor is important for the accuracy, too.
Now the system works offline but the performance would support online use, e.g. saving the extracted positions into the seismic data on the fly.
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